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Abstract

Although beta oscillations (≈13–35 Hz) are often considered as a sensorimotor rhythm, their functional role remains debated. In particular, the modulations of beta power during preparation and execution of complex movements in different contexts were barely investigated. Here, we analysed the beta oscillations recorded with electroencephalography (EEG) in a precued grasping task in which we manipulated two critical parameters: the grip type (precision vs. side grip) and the force (high vs. low force) required to pull an object along a horizontal axis. A cue was presented 3 s before a GO signal and provided full, partial or no information about the two movement parameters. We measured beta power over the centro-parietal areas during movement preparation and execution as well as during object hold. We explored the modulations of power in relation to the amount and type of prior information provided by the cue. We also investigated how beta power was affected by the grip and force parameters. We observed an increase in beta power around the cue onset followed by a decrease during movement preparation and execution. These modulations were followed by a transient power increase during object hold. This pattern of modulations did not differ between the 4 movement types (2 grips ×2 forces). However, the amount and type of prior information provided by the cue had a significant effect on the beta power during the preparatory delay. We discuss how these results fit with current hypotheses on the functional role of beta oscillations.

Introduction

More than 50 years ago, it was shown that the power of brain oscillations in the beta-band (≈13–35 Hz) is modulated in relation to voluntary movements [1]. When compared to a control state an increase in power is often referred to as an event-related synchronization (ERS), whereas a decrease is referred to as an event-related desynchronization (ERD) [2]. Typically, a voluntary movement is preceded by a beta ERD, with power decreasing gradually to reach a minimum during movement execution. This ERD is followed by a phasic ERS after movement termination known as the “beta rebound”. Such changes in oscillatory activity are reported in a large number of studies using different motor tasks and recording techniques [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12]. They are found in many cerebral structures [8], but mainly around the sensorimotor cortex, with a contralateral predominance [13,14]. The ERD/ERS pattern is altered in patients with motor impairments [15] and both the oscillatory activity and motor performance can be restored in Parkinson’s patients by means of L-dopa treatment or stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus [16].

Although the link between the beta rhythm and motor control is now well established, the relevance and functional significance of this rhythm is still debated [17]. Recently, Jenkinson and Brown [18] proposed that the cortical beta activity is characterized by a “functional polymorphism”. This hypothesis suggests that cortical beta rhythm may originate from several sources and reflect distinct functional processes [19,20,21]. In line with this assumption, it is known that many experimental factors can affect the sensorimotor beta rhythm. For instance, it has been shown that the ERD during movement preparation is modulated by the uncertainty about the direction of a forthcoming movement [22]. The amplitude of the beta activity also varies with temporal attention; it peaks around the onset of relevant cues instructing the subject about the direction of a forthcoming movement [23]. Others suggest that the beta oscillations reflect the “status quo”, i.e. the maintenance of the current sensorimotor or cognitive state [17]. Finally, the typical ERD/ERS pattern is also observed during motor imagery [10,12,24], passive movement [25] and action observation [26]. Altogether, these studies suggest that the beta oscillations are related to several cognitive aspects of motor control. Furthermore, other experiments showed that beta oscillations are linked to the control of specific movement parameters, such as the type of grip for the grasping of differently shaped objects [27] and the force used to lift a weight [28]. This assumption is challenged by studies showing that oscillations in the beta range are little informative to decode movement parameters such as the direction of reaching movements [29] or the grip type and force to grasp an object [30]. Therefore, the modulation of beta oscillations with motor parameters remains controversial. One source of this controversy may relate to the fact that beta modulations in these different studies were analyzed in different time windows, before, during or after movement execution.
Given this background, the main objective of the present study is to analyze in a single experiment the modulations of beta power during preparation and execution of grasping movements while manipulating two movement parameters in different contexts. For this purpose, we use a pre-cueing paradigm in which a GO signal is preceded by a cue providing partial, full or no information about two parameters critical for grasping: the grip type to grasp an object and the overall force required for pulling it.

The particularity of this pre-cueing task is that it allows investigating the neurophysiological correlates related to the processing of one parameter alone or in combination with another. The analysis of beta modulations in such an experimental context should improve our understanding of the functional role of beta oscillations, as well as the functional organization of the motor system. The latter is commonly addressed with a similar approach based on the analysis of event-related potentials (ERPs) and reaction time (RT) [31,32]. Moreover, following to the “functional polymorphism” hypothesis [18], the pre-cueing conditions and the motor parameters may affect differently the modulation of beta power in one or several epochs of the task. These differences can then be directly confronted with current hypotheses about the functional roles of beta oscillations.

Methods

Participants

14 right-handed subjects voluntarily participated in the experiment (5 men, mean age = 24 years, age range = 21 to 41 years). They all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no medical history that might interfere with the task. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Aix-Marseille University. All subjects gave written informed consent prior to participation.

Experimental task

The goal of the task was to use one of two different grip types to reach, grasp and pull an object that could be either heavy or light. Subjects sat in an adjustable chair in front of the experimental apparatus at comfortable distance and height [33]. Two switches were used to initiate the trials. The target object was a parallelepiped (60×38×30 mm) rotated 45° from the vertical axis. It was located 13 cm behind and 14 cm above the switches. A CRT monitor (17 in.) was placed behind the apparatus at 1 m in viewing distance. The object and the monitor were aligned with the midsagittal plane. Visual cues were made up of 5 large LED-illuminated surfaces of the index finger. Illumination of the two bottom or top LEDs combined to instruct the subject to perform one of the four possible grasps (see Figure 1).

The EEG was recorded from 62 scalp electrodes (National Instruments) was used to control the task and to measure RT, MT and errors. The RT was defined as the time between the GO onset, trials in which the RT was below 150 ms were also aborted. In addition, no-go trials were randomly presented. No-go trials were similar to other trials except that the GO did not appear. The subjects had to keep their hands on the switches and wait until a positive feedback appeared on the screen (“NOGO réussi” i.e. successful no-go) which indicated the end of the trial.

We used four experimental pre-cueing conditions in which the cue provided full, partial or no prior information about the movement parameters (see Figure 1). In the four conditions, the GO always provided all the information about grip and force. In the “ALL” condition, the cue provided information about both grip and force (4 different cues, PGHF, PGLF, SGHF, SGLF).

In the “GRIP” condition, the cue provided information only about the grip (2 different cues, SG or PG).

In the “FORCE” condition, the cue provided information only about the force (2 different cues, HF or LF).

In the “NO” condition, the cue provided no information (all four red LEDs illuminated). The subject had to wait until the GO to know which movement to perform.

The experiment was divided into two sessions: a training session and an experimental session the following day. Before the experimental session on the 2nd day, the subject first performed another training set (4 blocks of 10 trials, one block per pre-cueing condition) before being prepared for EEG recordings. The experimental session was divided into 8 blocks of trials (2 per pre-cueing condition) presented in a pseudo-random order. Within each block, the subject had to perform 44 correct trials presented in a random order, 10 for each response type (PGHF, PGLF, SGHF or SGLF) and 4 no-go (10%). All failed trials were reintegrated and presented randomly later in the block. Each subjects performed a total of 352 correct trials (88 per pre-cueing conditions) during the experimental session.

Data recordings and analysis

Behavioral data. A custom-written software in Labview 8.5 (National Instruments) was used to control the task and to measure RT, MT and errors. The RT was defined as the time between the GO onset and the right switch release. The MT was defined as the time between the switch release and object contact (i.e. the reaching time). The grip force, load force and object horizontal displacement were also recorded. The behavioral results have been described elsewhere [33]. The behavioral findings relevant to the present study are briefly summarized in the results.

Electrophysiological data. The EEG was recorded from 62 Ag/AgCl electrodes mounted on an elastic cap (“Waveguard Active Shield”, ANT) positioned according to the 10–20 method.
The different EEG electrodes had a common, average reference. Skin-electrode impedances were kept below 10 kΩ. The EEG on each electrode was amplified using a Refa® “High-density” full band DC amplifier (Advanced Neuro Technology, ANT) providing default low-pass filtering of the signal at 0.27* sampling rate. No additional filtering was used during the recordings. Bipolar electrodes were used to record the electrooculogram (EOG). All signals were sampled at 1024 Hz with ASA 4.0 (ANT Software). Incorrect trials and correct trials with visually identified EOG artefacts (blink or saccade) were excluded from the analyses. Similarly, we excluded correct trials showing slow drifts in the EEG signal on any electrodes (>100 μV).

To obtain reference-free data and to emphasize the local features of the artefact-free EEG signals, we first computed the current sources density estimation (CSD, i.e. surface laplacian) using the CSD toolbox [34], which is based on the spherical spline algorithm [35]. CSD data were used for all subsequent analyses. Each trial corresponded to a 7600 ms time-window time-locked to the GO signal, starting 1000 ms before FP onset and ending after the end of the holding period.

We used the OpenElectrophy toolbox [36] to compute time-frequency (TF) maps. This computation was performed with continuous wavelet transform [37], using a Morlet wavelet. Visual inspection of TF maps within the 13–35 Hz β-band revealed strong modulations of beta power around 20 Hz for all the 14 subjects (Figure 2a). To assess whether these modulations differed between the pre-cueing conditions and the response types, we computed the ERD/ERS using the “band power method” [2] within a 15–25 Hz frequency window for all the subjects. For each subject, the signals from each trial were first filtered between 15–25 Hz using a Butterworth band-pass filter (order = 5) before being squared, averaged for each pre-cueing condition and response type separately and then smoothed with a gaussian convolution (200 ms width). Finally, the baseline (200 ms window after FP onset) was subtracted and the data converted into percentages by dividing the result of this subtraction by baseline*100.

Statistical analysis

Based on the ERD/ERS topographic maps (Figure 2b), we selected 5 electrodes of interest (Cz, CPZ, Pz, C3, C4) covering the centro-parietal zone where the modulations of the beta power were maximal. These electrodes are commonly analyzed in motor control studies since they are located above cortical regions known to be involved in movement preparation and execution [38,39]. To perform the statistical analyses, we also selected 4 time windows (200 ms width) corresponding to 4 specific stages in the task:

- The “Early-PP” window corresponded to the initial part of the PP, shortly after the cue presentation. In this epoch the pre-cuing conditions were maximally differentiated. The latency of this maximal difference, similar for all the electrodes, was approximately 500 ms after the cue onset (see Figure 2c). This latency also corresponded to a transient trough in beta power reported in other studies [40,41]. Thus, a 400–600 ms time window was used for statistical analyses (Figure 2c).
- The “Late-PP” window corresponded to the late part of the PP preceding the GO (figure 2c). We selected this time window to specifically compare the ERD/ERS modulation with the modulation of slow ERPs occurring during the PP. In particular, the late part of the contingent negative variation (late CNV) was typically analyzed in a 200 ms interval immediately preceding the GO and its modulation with pre-cuing conditions was used to assess the functional organization of motor planning processes [31,33].
- The “EXEC” window corresponded to the dynamic phase of movement execution occurring approximately 500 ms after the GO signal. This period also corresponded to the time of maximal ERD amplitude (see Figure 2), The 200 ms time window used for statistical analyses was taken from 400 ms to 600 ms after GO onset.
- The “HOLD” window corresponded to the object holding period occurring approximately 1500 ms after the GO signal. This window was selected based on the peak amplitude of the rebound following the movement-related ERD (see Figure 2). As shown on the time-frequency maps (Figure 3a), the latency...
of the beta rebound was very similar between subjects. Therefore, the 200 ms time window used for statistical analyses was taken from 1400 ms to 1600 ms after GO onset.

A 5-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze ERD/ERS amplitude with the 5 electrodes (Cz, CPz, Pz, C3, C4), the 4 time windows (Early-PP, Late-PP, EXEC, HOLD), the 4 pre-cueing conditions (ALL, GRIP, FORCE, NO), the 2 grip types (PG, SG) and finally the 2 force (HF, LF) as within-subject factors. Since the electrodes × pre-cueing condition × time window interaction was significant (see Results), we investigated the topographic differences in detail by additionally performing, on each electrode and each time window individually, a 3-way repeated measures ANOVA with pre-cueing conditions, grip type, and force as within-subject factors. This approach was subject to a Type I error rate inflation; increasing the number of tests increases the risk of observing a false-positive [42]. We therefore corrected the .05 α threshold using the Bonferroni adjustment in which .05 α threshold was divided by the number of tests performed. For all the ANOVAs, when the sphericity assumption was not met, we used a corrected p value [43] and reported the corresponding ε value. Post hoc procedures were performed with Tukey’s test.

Results

Behavioral results

Behavioral results were described in detail elsewhere [33]. Importantly, they showed that the subjects followed the task requirements by using the cue to react as fast as possible to the GO signal. Indeed, RT decreased with the amount of prior information. While RT was affected by the pre-cueing conditions, MT was only affected by the response types (faster movements for HF). These effects indicated that the pre-cueing selectively affects processes preceding movement execution. They also confirmed that the force was planned in advance since the MT and force profiles were typical of anticipatory force adjustments.

Electrophysiological results

Since the pre-cueing conditions were presented in separate blocks of trials, we first controlled that the beta power during the baseline period was not modulated by anticipatory processes related to the expected content of the cue. It is conceivable that subjects did not anticipate the cue in the same way when it contained no information or when it could be used for movement preparation. We therefore compared, before baseline subtraction, the average baseline beta power between the 4 pre-cueing conditions. We used a 4-way repeated measures ANOVA with electrode, pre-cueing condition, grip type and force as within-subject factors.
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Factors. We found no significant main effect or interactions related to the pre-cueing conditions (all $p$-values $> .1$). Thus, the block design for the presentation of pre-cueing conditions did not affect the baseline beta power significantly. The following analyzes were therefore done on data with the baseline subtracted (i.e. ERD/ERS).

The 5-way ANOVA (factors: electrode, time window, pre-cueing, grip type, force) used to analyze ERD/ERS modulations with the different experimental factors revealed 2 significant main effects and 4 significant interactions. No other effects were significant (all $p$-values $> .2$).

The first main effect was for the time windows ($F(3,39) = 26.611, p < .001$), meaning that the average ERD/ERS amplitude varied between at least 2 of the 4 time windows as already suggested by the individual TF maps (see Figure 2a). These maps show a relatively high magnitude of beta power (at about 20 Hz) during the first part of the PP (Early-PP), which contrast with the lowest magnitude observed during the dynamic phase of movement execution (EXEC). Below, the power increase during the first part of the PP is referred to as "ERS" while the minimal power during execution is referred to as "ERD".

Furthermore, the time window $\times$ electrode interaction ($F(12,156) = 8.162, p < .001$) refines the main effect of time windows. This interaction shows that the magnitude of the ERScue during Early-PP was stronger on C3 than on CPz, where it was almost absent. During EXEC, the ERD magnitude was similar across electrodes (see Figure 2c). In addition, during the HOLD, an ERS was observed on Cz while the average power observed on C3 remained below the baseline level.

The remaining significant results of the ANOVA reveal that the different pre-cueing conditions had an effect on the ERD/ERS amplitude and that this effect varied between the selected time windows and electrodes (see Figure 2c). These effects were: (1) the main effect of pre-cueing condition ($F(3,39) = 2.868, p = .046$); (2) the pre-cueing condition $\times$ time window interaction ($F(9,117) = 15.082, p < .001$), (3) the pre-cueing condition $\times$ electrode interaction ($F(12,156) = 2.623, p = .003$) and (4) the pre-cueing condition $\times$ time window $\times$ electrode interaction ($F(36,468) = 3.213, p < .001$).

Independent 3-way ANOVAs (factors: pre-cueing, grip type, force) on each electrode and time windows were used to analyze in more detail how the pre-cueing effect revealed by the 5-way ANOVA varied between the different time windows and the different regions of the scalp. Only the effects with a $p$-value below the Bonferroni adjusted $\alpha (0.05/5^*4) = 0.0025$ were considered. The only significant effects of pre-cueing condition occurred in the Early-PP time window for the midline electrodes Cz ($F(3,39) = 6.805, p < .01$), CPz ($F(3,39) = 18.211, p < .001, \epsilon = .48$) and Pz ($F(3,39) = 6.918, p < .01$) and the contralateral electrode C3 ($F(3,39) = 13.443, p < .001$). No significant effects were observed on the ipsilateral electrode (C4).

On Cz, CPz and Pz, post-hoc analyses revealed that the ERD/ERS amplitude for the non-informative condition (NO) differed from the 3 informative conditions (ALL, GRIP, FORCE) (all $p$-values $< .03$). No differences were observed between the 3 informative conditions (all $p$-values $> .5$). Indeed, Figure 2c (Cz, CPz, Pz) shows for the Early-PP time window that the beta power stayed at a high level for the NO condition while a transient power drop occurred in the three informative conditions. The peak latency of this drop was around 500 ms on average. On C3, the following effects on beta power were observed: NO ($+69 \%) \approx \text{FORCE} (+51 \%) > \text{GRIP} (+6 \%) \approx \text{ALL} (+6 \%)$ (all significant $p < .006$; all non-significant $p > .4$). Indeed, Figure 2c (C3) shows that a high level of beta power was maintained in the Early-PP time window for the NO and FORCE conditions while a transient power drop was observed for ALL and GRIP. The same ranking was observed in all individual subjects but two. One of the latter subjects showed a power drop in the FORCE at the level of the GRIP and ALL conditions. In the other subject, the drop in beta power after cue onset was absent in all conditions.

Below, this power decrease during the Early-PP time window for the 3 informative conditions on Cz, CPz, and Pz, and GRIP and ALL conditions on C3, is referred to as "PD".

Finally, no main effects or interactions related to movement parameters (grip and force) were significant (see Figure 3 for C3).

Thus, the different response types (PGHF, PGLF, SGHF, SGLF) did not differentially modulate the oscillatory activity in the beta band, neither during movement preparation, nor during the dynamic and static phases of movement execution.

Discussion

We used EEG recordings in a pre-cueing task to assess how centro-parietal beta oscillations are modulated by the manipulation of prior information about the grip and force parameters for the planning and execution of visually-guided reach-to-grasp movements. The main findings are that beta oscillations differ between pre-cueing conditions but not between behavioral responses.

ERD/ERS during pre-cued reach-to-grasp movements

Our data agree with previous reports on ERD/ERS modulations during motor tasks. First, we observed an ERS around the cue onset (ERScue) with a fronto-central distribution (44,45,46). The amplitude of ERScue was maximal over C3. Since C3 is considered to reflect mainly the activity originating from the precentral gyrus (39), our data support the hypothesis that the primary motor cortex (M1) is involved in the generation of the ERScue as shown by source localization (46) and intra-cerebral recordings (23,47). The ERScue started to increase before the cue onset (23,40,47,48,49). This anticipatory power increase is absent in studies in which the visual cue could not be easily timed by the subject (27,41,44), but see (22). However, despite the overall consensus about the anticipatory part of the cue-related ERS, we cannot totally exclude the possibility that the ERScue on C3 was, at least in part, a rebound elicited by the switch closure with the right hand to initiate the trial. Indeed, it has been shown that a beta rebound follows the offset of self-paced right-hand movements (50).

Second, a centro-parietal ERD emerged gradually during the PP to reach its maximum around movement onset. The pre-GO ERD is preponderant over the hemisphere contralateral to the moving hand and becomes progressively bilateral toward execution (4,25,41,51). The ERD was sustained during the dynamic phase of movement execution (52). We probably observed such a strong pre-GO ERD since we used a fixed PP duration. Indeed, the presence of a pre-GO ERD depends on the temporal predictability of the GO onset (7,44).

Third, following object pull, the hold period was characterized by an increase in beta power (27,53). This power increase is comparable to the classical beta rebound that follows movement offset [11,21,50,54,55]. In agreement with studies showing that sustained compared to brief movements elicit a weaker rebound (54,56), the beta rebound was of small amplitude in our task. The rebound amplitude over the vertex only slightly exceeded the baseline level.
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Modulations of the ERD/ERS with behavioural responses

In the present study, we observed no significant modulations of the ERD/ERS amplitude with movement parameters. In particular, we found no effects of grip type on the beta rebound, in contrast with an earlier study on monkey local field potentials (LFPs) [27]. The weak rebound that we observed may in fact characterize grasping movements requiring independent control of the thumb and fingers as for PG and SG. Spinks et al. [27] observed that in monkeys, the LFP beta rebound amplitude was weak following grasps involving the thumb in opposition to the other fingers (e.g., precision grip), while it was significantly larger for the hook grip for which the finger muscles were predominantly co-activated [57]. This interpretation is also congruent with the findings of van Elk and collaborators [53], who found a weak rebound in relation to grasping movements towards everyday-life objects for which the thumb was always involved. Stancák et al. [28] showed that the contralateral pre-movement ERD is modulated by load changes opposing self-paced index finger extensions from 30 to 80 g but not from 80 to 130 g. On the ipsilateral side, the 130 g load was accompanied by a lower ERD than the 80 g load. These discrepancies with our results may be due to differences in the experimental protocol. First, we used a higher force range (200 g and 700 g) to ensure that the subjects anticipated the force [58]. Also, our task required performing complex reach-to-grasp movements triggered by a GO signal. These movements may require the activation of additional visuomotor integration processes in response to the GO which contrast with self-paced movements.

To conclude, despite the fact that the beta oscillations are often characterized as “sensorimotor”, our study shows that they are of limited use to differentiate (decode) between different hand positions and forces for grasping. A recent study shows that this also seems to be the case when more invasive electrocorticography (ECoG) electrodes are used for recording [30]. However, the decoding of highly differentiated grasp types might be possible on the basis of intra-cortical LFP recordings [27].

Modulation of the ERD/ERS with the number and type of prior information

The ERS_{cue}, ERD and rebound were modulated differently by the pre-cueing conditions. A significant effect of pre-cueing conditions was restricted to the Early-PP time window. In line with other studies, the beta power decreased after the cue (PD_{cue}) when it contained relevant information about the forthcoming movement (except in the FORCE condition on C3, see below) but it remained unchanged in the NO condition in which the cue acted only as a temporal warning signal for the forthcoming GO signal. It remained unchanged in the NO condition in which the cue remained absent as on Cz. In fact, the ERS_{cue}, PD_{cue}, ERD and rebound were characterized by strikingly different topographies. The PD_{cue} was present on the parietal region where no ERS_{cue} was observed. The ERD was bilateral during movement execution and the rebound dominated over Cz.

Altogether, these modulations support the view that the different ERD/ERS components (ERS_{cue}, PD_{cue}, ERD and rebound) reflect separate processes whose respective effects on beta power may overlap in space and time. In the present study, we assume that it was especially the case on C3 after the cue onset between the ERS_{cue} and the PD_{cue}. Overlap of ERP components is a common phenomenon. For instance, the early and late components of the CNV are considered to reflect separate functional processes that might overlap in space and time when a short PP (<2 s) is used [61]. Such overlap, induced by short PP duration combined with other factors such as the predictability of the cue and GO signals as well as the cue relevancy, may affect the time course of some ERD/ERS components (ERS_{cue}, PD_{cue}, and pre-GO ERD) or even preclude their emergence. Importantly, the overlap between components means that a given functional process can occur normally even if its related beta component is altered or absent in the EEG. Altogether, the combination of experimental factors and inter-subject variability (e.g. [62]) may lead to different ERD/ERS profiles and explain discrepancies across studies. For instance, when short PPs are used, the pre-GO ERD may overlap spatio-temporally with the cue-related modulations (PD_{cue} and ERS_{cue}), reducing the ERS_{cue} or altering the transient profile of the PD_{cue} by limiting the post PD_{cue} resynchronization [12,22].

Functional role of beta oscillations

The pre-cueing paradigm used in the present study was particularly suited to distinguish between different beta components related to the successive task events (i.e. ERS_{cue}, PD_{cue}, pre-GO ERD, rebound). These ERD/ERS modulations are consistent across many studies despite some variability in their spatio-temporal properties. Indeed, we have argued above that each component may be more or less salient due to possible spatio-temporal overlap between them. Our results strongly support the idea that the cortical beta activity is characterized by a “functional polymorphism” [18]. However, it remains to be understood what functional role can be attributed to each ERD/ERS component. In this section, we briefly discuss how some common functional interpretations of the beta band activity can account for our data.

The “attentional” hypothesis. This hypothesis links ERS over the motor cortex to attentional processes that enhance the sensitivity to relevant cues [23]. This hypothesis nicely predicts the ERS_{cue}, that anticipates the cue onset. However, it does not explain why in the FORCE and NO conditions the ERS_{cue} is maintained after the cue onset when no sustained attention is required anymore [46]. Moreover, no pre-cueing effect and no ERS were observed around the GO. Such effects would have been expected since in the NO, FORCE and GRIP conditions, attention is required to extract movement-related information from the GO signal.

The “postural control” hypothesis. Several studies suggest that beta oscillations relate to the control of a stable posture [63,64]. This hypothesis can explain why we obtain a rebound during the static hold relative to the preceding ERD during the dynamic phase of movement execution. However, we should have expected the ERS_{cue} to be maintained throughout the whole PP since the subjects were instructed not to move during this period of time. In addition, it remains unclear how this hypothesis can explain the pre-cueing effects observed during the early-PP.

The “status quo” hypothesis. Engel and Fries [17] argued that beta oscillations reflect an active process promoting the existing motor or cognitive set (i.e. the “status quo”). The beta power should be weaker when a change in the current motor or cognitive set is expected or intended. This hypothesis fits with the presence of an ERD preceding the changes induced by the GO signal. However, it can hardly explain why beta power peaks at the moment of the informative cue.

The “functional inhibition” hypothesis. It has been suggested that beta oscillations reflect a mechanism of functional inhibition of the motor cortex by somatosensory processing. The beta rebound is suppressed in the absence of tactile and proprioceptive afferences [20,65,66] and it can be observed in
The “uncertainty” hypothesis. Tzagarakis et al. [22] showed that the pre-GO ERD above the contralateral motor cortex varies with the level of uncertainty about the direction of a forthcoming movement. In contrast, we did not observe any significant ERD difference between the ALL and NO conditions in which there was no or maximum uncertainty, respectively. However, an alternative explanation for the discrepancy between these two studies is that they used two types of uncertain factor: the movement direction [22] and the grip type and/or force.

To summarize, no single functional hypothesis accounts for all the beta modulations observed in our task. Importantly, the different hypotheses discussed above are not necessarily contradictory and several of them may coexist. Accordingly, it is probable that a given beta component is the resultant of the combined influence of several functional processes. It is possible to reconcile the different suggestions about the functional role of beta oscillation by considering more general hypotheses that do not link the beta rhythm or a component of this rhythm to a single function.

The “idling” hypothesis suggests that beta oscillations merely reflect the activation state of the sensorimotor system. An increase in the beta power reflects an “idle” state [69] while, in contrast, an ERD is linked to an activation state. This idea is supported by combined EEG/MRI studies linking ERD to an activation of the cerebral tissue [70,71,72] and by intracortical recordings showing an inverse correlation between spiking activity and LFP power in the beta range [27]. However, a recent paper [73] demonstrates that LFP oscillatory power and firing rates of neurons can be dissociated in motor cortex, and that high power is associated with increased spike synchrony and phase locking of spikes to LFP oscillations, rather than an overall change in firing rates.

Finally, the “communication” hypothesis suggests that beta oscillations reflect long-range inter-areal communication while higher frequencies reflect intra-areal communication [74,75]. However, this hypothesis appears controversial since there is no clear evidence that the amount of long range cortico-cortical interactions is reduced during movement execution, as could be predicted by the drop of beta power around movement onset.

Based on all these hypotheses, we tentatively propose some interpretation for the ERD/ERS modulations in the present study. These assumptions could be specifically tested in future studies. The ERS, or ERD, could reflect cortico-cortical communication for an efficient movement preparation [46] and/or anticipatory increase of attention [23]. The rebound could reveal cortico-cortical communication between somatosensory and motor areas [76] for functional inhibition and/or cortico-muscular communication for postural maintenance [64] as evidenced by coherence analyses [77]. In contrast to the ERD, the ERD might reflect activity in more local networks in relation to various aspects of movement preparation, visuo-motor transformation [78] and descending motor control. Visuo-motor transformation is viewed here as a general term encompassing many processes related to stimulus identification, stimulus/response association (e.g. the grip and/or the force selection) and motor planning. The strong ERD observed during RT and MT suggests a sustained activation probably related, at least in part, to these visuo-motor processes. In the same way, visuo-motor processes are also triggered by an informative cue and may thus be indexed by a transient power decrease in the beta frequency range (PDcue). Interestingly, we observed a PDcue in the FORCE condition over the central electrodes (Cz and CP2) but not over the contralateral electrode (C3). This spatial difference suggests that the PDcue might reflect different sensory-motor processes depending on its location on the scalp. The parietal and mid-central PDcue may be linked to visual and cognitive aspects of visuo-motor transformation. These processes would be triggered by the cue in all informative conditions (GRIP, FORCE and ALL) and their completion before the GO explain why the RT was shorter in the informative than in the non-informative conditions [33]. In contrast, the contralateral PDcue may be more specifically related to motor planning processes that are not activated in the FORCE condition during the PP. One can hypothesize that this processes are activated only after the GO signal, which may explain the longer RT in the FORCE compared to the GRIP condition [33]. This assumption fits with the difficulty reported by all subjects to use the force cue alone to prepare the movement and confirms that the contralateral areas are more involved in low-level planning processes than the other sensorimotor regions [31,33].

Conclusion

Our study outlined the composite nature of the beta ERD/ERS profile. During the different task epochs, including movement preparation, execution and static holding, several beta components have been distinguished based on their temporal and spatial properties and how they are affected by the experimental factors, i.e. pre-cuing conditions and the grip and force parameters. We also propose that, in some situations, a spatio-temporal overlap between beta components may explain some discrepancies across studies related to the time course of the ERD/ERS profiles or the presence or absence of a given component. The link between oscillatory activity in the brain and cognitive function is not simple. We suggest that the beta rhythm in general and even a single component reflect many functional processes.

The present study also reveals that in a similar experimental context, the modulation of beta power shows marked differences compared with the modulation of slow ERPs like the CNV [33]. Although both the pre-GO ERD and the late CNV develops gradually during the preparation period and show approximately similar onset time, the CNV, analyzed just before the GO (late CNV), is modulated by pre-cuing condition (see [31] for a review), while the ERD is not. These observations suggest that the beta power ERD and the CNV are distinct phenomena reflecting different aspect of motor control. Crucially, we argued that the PDcue may reflect local activity within the motor and/or premotor cortex dedicated to motor planning. Along with the CNV and RT modulations (discussed in [33]), the pre-cuing effect on the PDcue suggests that the overall force to grasp an object cannot be planned, at least to some degree, without information about the grip type.
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